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Gymshark started in 2012 with a vision. To create fitness wear that gives you 
the tools to perform at your full, incredible potential.

We’ve worked with some of the world’s best athletes and visionaries, to 
create a community of people that motivates themselves and each other 
towards achieving their vision. Every product that we have ever made has 
been made with you in mind.

We’re constantly innovating new technologies and working on our designs. 
We believe in pushing the limits of performance wear, and so do the 3 
million Gymshark supporters around the world. This means we’re launching 
new products all year round. For all sports, all seasons, all people.

Be all that you imagined you could be. Be a visionary.
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A stylish and versatile vest that can be tied up like a 
crop top or worn loose as a drop back vest, depending 
on your workout.

Switch back Vest

Colours Available:

With a physique flattering pattern woven into the 
moisture-wicking knit, wear Flex leggings and look as 

good as you feel. 

Flex Leggings

Colours Available:
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The Gymshark Apollo T-shirt made with a super soft cotton blend, 
is a simple, statement piece for fitness every where, every wear.

Colours Available:

Apollo T-shirt
Colours Coming Soon:

Fitness. Every where, every wear.
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ALSO FEATURING BLACK SCULPTURE LEGGINGS 



Our soft, seamless knit guarantees a close, comfortable fit. With 
an elasticated waistband and padding for assured support, it’s 
sure to keep up with all your workout needs.

Colours Available:
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Seamless sports bra

Seamless innovation. Meets fashion.

The Seamless Long Sleeve Top is moisture-wicking with 
a soft, supple feel and effortless stretch fit to help you 

perform at your full potential. 

Seamless long sleeve

Colours Available:
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Physique Sculpting. Leggings with effortless style and a sculpted fit.

ALSO FEATURING SEAMLESS LONG SLEEVE MINT GREEN MARL

Moisture-wicking with a high waisted sleek look. With a super 
flattering, sculpting fit, these leggings will keep you comfortable 

and in control.

Sculpture leggings

Colours Available:
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Stand out in these stunning soft touch leggings. With a comfortable 
high waist and a hidden zip pocket they’ve been designed with fashion 
and function in mind.

Ripple leggings

Be bold, be brave. Stand out in vibrant prints.
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Make your move in these bold, cropped leggings. Made from 
flexible material with a sleek high waisted fit, and a handy hidden 

zip pocket. So stylish, you won’t want to take them off.

Harlequin cropped leggings
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Up the Tempo. Ideal top during even your hardcore workouts.

Up the tempo. Don’t let anything slow you 
down in our  super-soft, lightweight Tempo Vest

Tempo Vest

Colours Available:
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Impulse Pullover
A comfortable and cosy quarter zip pullover, perfect for all your 
outdoor training needs. Wear with the Impulse Jogging Trouser to 
create the ultimate two piece.
Colours Available:

Colours Coming Soon:

Colours Available:

Comfortable and cosy joggers perfect for outdoor training 
or low intensity indoor workout. Style it with the matching 

Impulse Pullover for an effortless, laid back look

Impulse Jogging Trousers 
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Colours Coming Soon:



Perfect for before, during and after your workout, this slim fitting, 
classic hoodie has been designed to see you through every season. 
Your new favourite hoodie.

Colours Available:
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Crest hoodie

Pretty little layers. Winter warmers without the bulk.
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The Sector Gilet is surprisingly lightweight, slim fitting 
and seriously warm, the ultimate layer. The chevron 

quilting flatters your shape while the duck down
 interior adds cosy insulation.

Sector gilet



Premium cotton blend briefs, with a mid-rise fit.  Featuring 
elasticated signature Gymshark waistband, wear them with the 
matching bralette and take on the day.

Colours Available:
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Jersey briefs

From Sofa to stretching. Intimates for everyday.

Premium cotton bralette, two-layered for additional comfort 
with an elasticated waistband. A perfect pairing with the Jersey 

briefs- great for exercise and everyday wear. 

Jersey Bralette

Colours Available:
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Connect with us.

#Gymshark #GymsharkWomen 
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Shop With Confidence

To explore the entire womens 
collection and to view the Gymshark 
menswear range, visit Gymshark.com

Free Returns
Shop confidently and with ease. 

Every order you place is covered by 
our free returns policy. 

Express Delivery
Need your order in a hurry? 

Gymshark offers express 
delivery to a host of international 

destinations, with same day 
dispatch available for orders placed 

before 3pm.

International Shipping
Gymshark is proud to deliver across 

the globe, with express shipping 
available to many 

destinations. To view the full list of 
countries. Visit Gymshark.com.

Best in Class Customer Service
Our team are on hand to help with 

any queries. Visit us at
Gymshark.com to find out how to get 

in touch.
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Shop online at Gymshark.com


